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Brothers McClintick, Hunziker
Retire; Alumni Corporation
Reorganized, Officers Needed
Bob Carroll ’88, GUCAC President
After over a century of combined service to the
ideals and values of Theta Chi Fraternity, Brothers
Tom McClintick ’52 and Willis Hunziker ’53
(at right, receiving their 50-year, Golden Guard
Recognition) have announced their retirement from
active involvement with the Gamma Upsilon Chapter Tom McClintick ’52 and Willis Hunziker ’53
Alumni Corporation (GUCAC). Both men want to
spend more time with their families, especially their grandchildren, and play
some more golf. Willis and Tom also feel it’s time for a new generation of alumni
Bob Carroll ’88
to lead and assume responsibility for the chapter. In lieu of general elections, several
brothers have been appointed to fill the vacancies. The board of directors of GUCAC is now composed of
Bob Carroll ’88, robertccarroll@alum.bradley.edu, president; Matt Daye ’92 mrdaye@tcbusiness.com,
treasurer; Ken Lombard ’99 oxcab@hotmail.com, alumnus advisor; and Carl Birkelbach ’62
rideIMBA@aol.com, director-at-large. We are actively seeking to appoint to the board at least two alumni
brothers willing to serve through the 55th Anniversary Reunion of Gamma Upsilon in April 2004.
Our most pressing need is to recruit two brothers for the offices of vice-president and secretary. For the
vice-president, we are actively seeking a brother to take ownership of the internal operations of GUCAC.
He would work with our committee system, including our active Alumni Events Planning Committee and
our energized Chapter House Improvement Committee. He would also provide leadership on the issues
currently facing us regarding chapter housing and develop a long-term plan for the use and improvement
of the current structure. The V.P. will also work with our newly created class contacts to collect information
from, and disseminate information to, our alumni ranks. A passion for Theta Chi, an ambitious agenda,
and good organizational and communication skills are a must for the office.
For the secretary, we are aggressively seeking a brother who would assume responsibility for the communications
of GUCAC. The secretary would supervise the alumni newsletter, the Manifesto, alumni correspondence
(including our new monthly e-letter), and the alumni website www.gammaupsilon.com. He would also
record the minutes and keep historical records. Editorial skills or website programming abilities are valuable
but not necessary — the new secretary will recruit and oversee brothers to develop the actual content for
both. A passion for Theta Chi, attention to detail, and a creative mind are required.
Are you one of the two brothers we seek? We promise you’ll find great reward through your contribution.
Please reply to me and we can discuss the positions in greater detail. Committing to attend all social and
business events, both in Chicago and Peoria, is an essential part of these offices.
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Editor’s Comments
Mike Deering ’85
This is my final Manifesto issue of which I will be serving as editor. It’s been an
honor, as well as a privilege, to have been asked to do so by now alumni corporation
president, Bob Carroll ’88. I hope someone with a similar passion for communication
will now step up to serve as secretary for the board, and editor of the Manifesto.
Going forward, Brother Carroll and the fraternity’s International Headquarters
leadership together believe, and rightly so, that this publication, should first be a tool
for what I would call, “business literacy.” In other words, the Manifesto should educate
Gamma Upsilon alumni to ensure that we are not out of touch with the direction and
initiatives of the Fraternity or its changing cultural and operational priorities.

Mike Deering

The publication will also now better reflect Theta Chi Fraternity Inc.’s goals and objectives for fund raising and
member involvement. This closer alignment to the international organization will better ensure a successful
future for both Gamma Upsilon chapter and the Fraternity at-large. As for business literacy, we must all
work to stay informed and in touch. I, too, have been guilty of communicating “old Theta Chi” language and
attitude. I’ve always thought of myself as being “in touch.” I’ve been privileged to be named Gamma Upsilon’s
alumnus of the year three times and have received Theta Chi’s Citation of Honor, but in the last issue, I used
out-of-date references that weren’t serving the Fraternity’s collective “business literacy,” I used terminology like,
“Rush,” rather than the new term, recruitment, “pledge,” instead of new member, and “active,” rather than initiate.
This is just an example. None of us is immune to complacency when it comes to being part of such a dynamic
community of ideals. I will assist the new secretary in his transition in any way I can. Bob Hlavna ’87 will
also continue to provide vision and leadership as publisher of the Manifesto. We owe a great debt of gratitude
to you, Bob; all agree, the Manifesto’s never looked more professional. To those alumni who sit on the
sidelines, I urge you to step up as Bob and others have, and volunteer to fill one of the association’s leadership
vacancies. The rewards can truly be immeasurable; I, for one, can testify to that.

Can you help find these Gamma Upsilon brothers?
Aronson, Burton D.
Beith, Russell J.
Cameron, Charles V.
Canty, Gerald L.
Casselman, William E., III
Daniel, Bradley C.
Dobbin, James E.A.
Eyman, David A.
Gill, Lance N.
Greenberg, Barry D.
Handbury, Mark C.
Harris, Jerrrey
Hulsebus, John B.
Juliano, Thomas G.
Kelliher, Richard J.
Kerouac, Michael P.

Larson, Donald K.
Levinsky, Benjamin J.
Lieb, David C.
Maxcy, Noel M.
Morales, Gilbert, Jr.
Mullikin, John D.
Phillips, Spencer, Jr.
Quinn, Thomas M.
Red, Robert W.
Rizzo, Thomas A.
Schwartz, Michael J.
Scimeca, Victor J.
Sims, Larry E.
Smith, Donald R.
Stegall, Donald P.
Stephens, Paul T.
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Stevens, Robert T., Jr.
Unruh, William C.
Voigt, Norman A.
Wakefield, William D.
Warren, Richard F.
Wierzbinski, Scott A.
Brescia, Rocco
Mooney, Thomas
Patterson, Melville J.
Nudo, Anthony N.
Rick, Lavern L.
Johnson, Robert E.
Stoutin, George M.
Ortiz, Francisco
Campbell, James B.
Farrier, Paul C.
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New “Class Contact” Positions
Established, Volunteers Needed
John Lynch, ’86

As an alumni organization, we are constantly seeking lost Brothers and working to keep
the known membership as well informed as possible. The nature of a social fraternity
John Lynch, ’86
dictates that we emphasize deep, lasting relationships in order for us to be successful
and flourish. In that spirit, the alumni corporation is creating an important new network
of volunteer “class contacts.” And we need you! Candidates are alumnus Brothers with a passion for the
Fraternity, a desire to extend The Helping Hand, and who have demonstrated their brotherhood over the
years by keeping in contact with large numbers of their chapter Brothers. In your position you will continue
to keep in contact with your chapter Brothers, especially your pledge class, plus one or both of the pledge
classes that immediately preceeded and/or followed you. These are the men you most consider your Brothers,
the men who have shared innumerable good and bad times with you, the men you would like most to see at
our social gatherings. By acting as a class contact, you will continue to update these Brothers on the actions
and activities of the chapter and the alumni corporation in ways that together we’ll define. Along the way,
you will help update the entire membership on individual activities and achievements.
We have several volunteers already; obviously, we need more. Please help us fill these positions, and in return,
reap the unique rewards that only such a front line position will provide. For more information on the new
networking positions, or to volunteer, contact John Lynch ’86 at 773.775.0760 or jlynch@oncoursetech.com.
Lists of all alumni assigned for each year will be supplied.

Gamma Upsilon Class Contacts
1949
1952
1955
1958
1961
1964
1967
1970
1973
1976
1979
1982
1985
1988
1991
1994
1997
2000

Roger Roszell
Roger Roszell

Mike Valdez
Mike Valdez
Alex Wolf
John Lynch

Current Chapter
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Front Landscaping Project Rejuvenated
Mike Scheve

Two years ago, Brother Pat Carmody ’01 and I announced a new chapter house
project consisting of the removal and replacement of the existing front landscaping,
along with the semicircular walk to be replaced with a stone retaining wall and brick
pathway. The project idled for the last year, due to the uncertain nature of the active
chapter’s membership. Thanks to the members’ hard work, the chapter is once again
seeing some positive movement, and attention to the landscaping project has been
bolstered with renewed enthusiasm. To raise funds for the effort, we continue to sell
Mike Scheve
commemorative, engraved bricks that will be incorporated into the new walk. To date,
46 engraved bricks have been sold, raising $5000, almost one-third of the identified funding required for the
effort. We’re still a long way from meeting our goal, however.
We are committed to completing the project this spring. I extend a sincere thanks to those brothers who
have helped us by purchasing a brick already, but to those who have not, I challenge you to step up and help.
The clock is ticking. On April 26th, 2003 the order book will be closed and those bricks that are sold will
be engraved and cemented into the pathway. BRICKS WILL NOT BE ADDED AFTER THIS DATE!!! This is
a once in a lifetime opportunity to have your name appear in our own “Pathway of Brotherhood,” modeled
after the effort at Theta Chi’s International Headquarters.
If you haven’t visited the chapter house in several years, you may not realize how important and necessary
this project is for the future recruiting efforts of the chapter. The first thing prospective members see of
our chapter is the front of our home. Campus recruitment is tougher than ever before for fraternities;
won’t you please help us help the active chapter? For a minimum donation of just $100, you get a brick
with your name and personal message that becomes part of the pathway to the front door of our chapter
house on Bradley’s campus. Simply complete the commemorative brick order form and send us your check.
You can get the form by: downloading it from www.gammaupsilon.com; having me e-mail you the form
from mscheve02@yahoo.com, or calling me at 815.935.5321 and I will mail or fax you the form. Jump
on the bandwagon and help us pave the future for Gamma Upsilon!

Special thanks to the members of the “road crew” who’ve purchased bricks so far:
John W. Spinner ’50
Hamilton I. Jones ’51
William C. Martin ’52
John W. Johnson ’53
Orville R. Pelletier ’53
Robert W. Ahlgrim ’54
Ken Hollmann ’54
Robert E. O’Farrell ’54
Lester A. Podgorny ’54
Reginald V. Sipfle ’54
William E. McKinley ’55
Carl H. Woerner ’56
Louis H. Deardorff ’58
Ronald H. Snyder ’58
Gary McElligott ’59

Dwain Weese ’59
William H. Albright ’60
William H. Haynes ’60
James E. Knoth ’60
Keith I. Bane ’61
Bruce P. Bagge ’62
Arno A. Wehr ’63
William Flapan ’64
Robert M. Hibbard ’64
Joseph A. Vitell ’64
Charles Ebeling ’66
Larry C. Peterson ’66
Thomas F. Dierks ’68
C. Merrill York ’68
John A. Bennett ’69
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Ronald S. Jaynes ’69
Michael S. Mueller ’70
Michael W. Golden ’73
Paul H. Zander ’75
Lawrence J. Rosenstiel ’82
John R. Boehm ’84
Mike Deering ’85
John W. Lynch ’86
Daniel W. McGhiey ’88
Dru A. Neikirk ’88
Michael G. Friedel, ’91
Keith E. Moore ’92
Randy W. Moulton ’92
David M. Zwerenz ’96
Josh Snyder ’00
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Alumni Updates
Howard D. McKibben ’62, Bruce P. Bagge ’62
On October 3, 2004, Howard D. McKibben ’62,
was inducted into the Bradley University Centurion
Society, along with Bruce P. Bagge ’62, marking the
first time ever two members of the same fraternity
became Centurions on the same day. Gamma Upsilon
now boasts five members of the Centurion Society; a
collection of the 105 living, most influential, recognizable,
and accomplished alumni of Bradley University. There is
one for each year the university has existed. Howard and
Bruce join Gilbert Gordon ’57, John Shalikashvili ’58
and Keith Alm ’65, in this august collection of alumni
who have brought honor and recognition to Bradley
University through their achievements and service.

Bradley’s newest Centurions: (left to right)
Judge Howard D. McKibben ’62, Dr. Nicholas Ninos,
Bruce P. Bagge ’62 (Nicholas Scoppetta not pictured)

Brother McKibben achieved acclaim in the field of jurisprudence as a highly respected attorney and federal
district judge. After graduating from Bradley, where he received a bachelor’s degree in political science,
he earned a master’s degree from the University of Pittsburgh Graduate School of Public and International
Affairs in 1964. He received his Juris Doctorate in 1967 from the University of Michigan Law School and
was admitted to the Nevada Bar in 1968, where he practiced privately until elected District Attorney of
Douglas County (Reno) in 1970. Brother McKibben was appointed to the Ninth Judicial District Court
in 1977 where he served until 1984. Judge McKibben was then appointed United States District Judge
for the District of Nevada by President Ronald Reagan in October 1984. He currently is the Chief District
Judge, a position he’s held since 1997.

Carl M. Birkelbach ’62
On October 24, 2002, Carl Birkelbach ’62 was elected to the Board
of Trustees of Bradley University. The supreme governing body of Bradley
University, the Board of Trustees is composed of thirty-five individuals,
among them, the most recognizable leaders in American business, education,
service, and philanthropy. Half is made up of alumni of the University; the
other half, made up of strong, non-alumnus contributors to the University.
Brother Birkelbach is the third Gamma Upsilon brother to be currently seated
on the Board, joining General John Shalikashvili ’58 and Keith Alm ’65.
With his extensive background in executive leadership, community service,
and working with young people, Carl was warmly welcomed and is well
deserving of this great honor.

Carl M. Birkelbach ’62

Brother Birkelbach is the former chairman of the Foster College of Business Advisory Board, and the
Bradley University Council. His primary residence is now in Chicago’s tony South Loop, but he splits his
time between Michigan Avenue and mountain biking around his Aspen, Colorado retreat. Carl has joined
the Gamma Upsilon Chapter Alumni Corporation board of directors for a second term, this time as a
director-at-large.
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Dates To Remember
December 9, 2002
December 21
January 3-5, 2003
January 22
February 14-16
February 15

Monday
Saturday
Friday-Sunday
Wednesday
Friday-Sunday
Saturday

February 16
March 15-23
March 30
April 4-6
April 10
April 26
May 17
May 18
July 16-20

Sunday
Saturday-Sunday
Sunday
Friday-Sunday
Thursday
Saturday
Saturday
Sunday
Wednesday-Saturday

Chicago Alumni Chapter Football Night
BU Fall Commencement
Theta Chi Deranian Presidents’ Conference
Classes resume
BU Homecoming
Greek Alumni Advisory Council Meeting
Homecoming Basketball Games
GUCAC Meeting
BU Spring Recess
GUCAC/FFS Night w/Chicago Wolves
BU Spring Parents Weekend
Chicago Alumni Chapter Founders’ Dinner
GUCAC Anniversary Dinner
BU Spring Commencement
GUCAC/FFS Night w/Chicago Rush
Theta Chi Chapter Leadership Conference

Rosemont, IL
Peoria, IL
Indianapolis, IN
Peoria, IL
Peoria, IL
Peoria, IL
Peoria, IL
Peoria, IL
Rosemont, IL
Peoria, IL
Chicago, IL
Rosemont, IL
Peoria, IL
Rosemont, IL
Nashville, IN

54th Anniversary Dinner Schedule For April 26
On April 26, 2003, the Gamma Upsilon Chapter Alumni Corporation will hold a dinner to celebrate
the 54th anniversary of the installation of Gamma Upsilon into Theta Chi Fraternity; the dinner will take
place somewhere in the near western suburbs of Chicago. A committee is currently organizing this event
and would like your input and assistance. If you are interested in serving, please contact our Alumni Events
Planning Committee chairman, Pat Carmody ’01 carmodp@towers.com. Members of this committee include
Carl Alston ’86, Randy Moulton ’92, and Tom Howard ’00. Brother Carmody was the brains and motivation
behind our very well received Summer Family Picnic in June, so we all look forward to this new event!

Gamma Upsilon continues support
of “Friends for Steven” charity with
Chicago Wolves, Chicago Rush events.
In the September Manifesto, we told you that Ray Asher ’82 and his wife Elaine serve
on the board of trustees of “Friends for Steven,” a 501-c-3, not-for-profit organization
working to raise funds for and awareness of the fight against pediatric cancer. Ray and
Elaine’s son, Avi, has battled pediatric cancer and is currently in remission. Brother
Ray and his son, Avi
Asher has asked for The Helping Hand in their fight for a cure, and we’re only too
willing and able to assist him — Theta Chi was founded on the principal that service to others makes all of
us better men.
Gamma Upsilon is pleased to promote events this spring to benefit “Friends for Steven”; one at the Chicago
Wolves (hockey) and another at the Chicago Rush (indoor football). Both are Sunday night games, and are
held at the Allstate Arena (formerly the Rosemont Horizon) and activities for the entire family are planned.
Hey Theta Chi dads, this is a great way to introduce your son to the Fraternity by taking him to a sporting
event with other fathers and sons; of course, moms and daughters are welcomed and encouraged to join
us as well. The Chicago Wolves game is March 30, 2003, while the Chicago Rush game is May 18, 2003.
Tickets for both events may be purchased through Brother Asher; he can be reached at rasher1045@aol.com
or 312.322.0001. The Wolves and Rush organizations will donate half the cost of your ticket to “Friends
for Steven.” Please make your plans now to join us for a good time for a great cause!
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ThetaChi For Life Profile
Name:
Graduating (or last) Year:
Hometown:
Currently Residing:
My Family:
Pledge Father:
Pledge Son(s):
Current occupation, duties:

John Muskara
1985
Pepper Pike, Ohio
Plano, Texas
Wife–Amy, Daughters–Lauren & Megan
Chris Bourseau
Mike Manrique, Dru Neikirk
1) Product Development Engineering Manager — Raytheon:
Manager of an organization responsible for the design through prototype life
cycle of circuit card assemblies. Products designed at Raytheon — North Texas
include radar and electro-optics systems for military applications.
2) Student: Currently working on a Master’s Degree in Computer Engineering.
(Recently finished a second degree in Computer Science.)
3) Parent/Husband: This is the hardest but most rewarding of my occupations.

Recollections of Pledging:
■ Hell week (1981). I really got to know my pledge brothers and appreciate the strength of brotherhood
and teamwork. This was the first time it really hit me how powerful this bond can be.
■ Saturday morning pledge duties. I can still remember having to clean the chapter room many weekends
with “Bustoff” still sleeping on the floor. Pledges were warned not to wake him up.
■ Trying to get Paul Wilson’s signature in my pledge bible. I can remember having to do a shot each time
I messed up. It was not a pretty sight.
What attracted rushees to Gamma Upsilon chapter in your era:
■ The members of the house were diverse, but extremely close.
■ One of the more active houses on campus “socially.”
Fond memory as an Active:
■ Friday nights at Rocky’s. I enjoyed the tradition and camaraderie of starting the night out by playing
pool and having a few beers.
■ Developing an appreciation for fine food. Thank you Scott Barliant, Alex Wolf, and Mike Deering!
(Can’t forget about Larry Phillips’ noodle kugel.)
■ Hell Parties. I still have not seen anything as creative as Hell Party. The teamwork for setting up the event,
transforming the house, the bands and the event was an exercise in brotherhood in and of itself.
■ Seeing my brothers grow during their years at Bradley.
■ Being overwhelmed with the support I received while in the hospital for a week.
Brothers I still keep in touch with:
Not enough! It is too easy to be wrapped up in the daily grind. One of my New Year’s resolutions will include
contacting a different Brother each month. Please feel free to contact me, too! I’m at j-muskara@raytheon.com.

Would you like to be featured in the next Theta Chi For Life Profile?
Simply answer the above questions, along with names of a few brothers you remain in touch with,
as well as some you’d like to hear from! Send it along with a recent digital (.jpg) picture of yourself to
Mike Deering, at kmdeer@mc.net, or call him if you don’t have a digital picture, at 815.344.4686.
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Gamma Upsilon Announces New Executive Board
The chapter has elected and installed its new, 2003 executive board. Only the offices of marshal and chaplain
are semester-long, the other five are year-long positions. Join us in congratulating the new leaders of the chapter:
Tom Rodgers ’04, president (309.672.2563); Dave D’Amico ’04, vice-president; Ryan Petersohn ’05, secretary;
Dave Yu ’04, treasurer (second year-long term!); Brian Egner ’05, recruitment chairman; Dan Nugent ’04, marshal;
and Sean DonCarlos ’03, chaplain. Brothers Rodgers, D’Amico, and Petersohn have served on the council before, and
Brother Rodgers has attended advanced leadership schools offered by both Theta Chi and the National Interfraternity
Council. All other executive board members can be reached via the chapter house phone, at 309.672.5851.

The following is excerpted from an open letter to the Gamma
Upsilon Chapter following an IHQ visit and assessment this fall.
Thank you for your hospitality during my visit to Gamma Upsilon Chapter at Bradley University. I would like to thank
all those brothers that met with me during my visit; thanks to the chapter for making me fell very much at home.
The chapter seems to be rebounding very well from its problems of the past. Remember that your chapter needs
to come together for a common purpose and really focus on recruitment, because your alumni, the University
and the International Headquarters really want to see Theta Chi be successful at Bradley. Double the chapter size
with smart, hard-working members and you will be (not a good, but) a great chapter, assuming that the good
leadership skills in the chapter get passed on to the next executive board.
I think the chapter is doing a decent job academically, but I think you need to further develop your documented
scholarship program with the help of the scholarship chairman and the standards board.
Do not forget to utilize the chapter’s advisors, because there is a direct correlation between good alumni and
good chapters in Theta Chi Fraternity. Gamma Upsilon is fortunate to have some active alumni involved with
the chapter and I do not want the chapter to let those resources go to waste. I would like to see the chapter help
establish a chapter advisory board because it would be extremely helpful to all chapter operations. Too often,
I see chapters not taking advantage of their alumni and the knowledge, advice and support they can offer; make
sure you keep your alumni involved!
Brothers, keep up the excellent work at Bradley University. Continue the tradition of Gamma Upsilon being one
of the best chapters of Theta Chi Fraternity. Thank you once again — you have truly made enormous strides and
it was my pleasure working with you.
Fraternally,
Craig Strelow
Leadership and Education Consultant
Theta Chi Fraternity

